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1. Religious _________________ has led many to believe that no religion can claim to be the ___________
way of ____________________. (p.567 | k.6195)

2. The most powerful apologetic for Christianity will be _____________________ by anyone who simply—and
probably ignorantly—accepts all religions as _____________________ spiritual. (p.568 | k.6201)

3. What popular “parable” illustrates the idea of religious pluralism? (p.568 | k.6202)

4. How does Groothuis define religion for our purposes? (p.569 | k.6212)

5. According to William James, what two-part element do all religions tend to have? (p.569 | k.6218)

1.

2.

6. Religions may be similar in ___________ and _________________, but they claim
______________________________ things about ultimate __________________, the human 
condition and spiritual _______________________. (p.570 | k.6220)

7. What is one way to ascertain whether all religions are one? (p.570 | k.6228)
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8. Briefly, what do the following religions teach about ultimate reality? (pp.571-572 | k.6232; table 23.1)

Christianity:

Nondualistic Hinduism:

Buddhism:

9. Briefly, what do the following religions teach about human nature? (p.573 | k.6254; table 23.1)

Christianity:

Nondualistic Hinduism:

Buddhism:

10. Briefly, what do the following religions teach about spiritual liberation? (p.574 | k.6265; table 23.1)

Christianity:

Nondualistic Hinduism:

Buddhism:

11. What are a couple problems with the “elephant and the blind men” parable? (p.575 | k.6280)
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12. What does perennialism teach? (p.577 | k.6303)

13. What is particularism? (p.578 | k.6319)

14. John Hick did not side with one religion against the others. What did he claim instead? 
(p.579 | k.6326)

15. What is the problem with John Hick’s seven-part definition of “the Real”? (p.582 | k.6360)

16. Although the _________________________ religions claim that God ____________________ the world in
some way, Christianity is unique in claiming that God became a _________________ being in history
for the purpose of our _________________________. (p.585 | k.6394)

17. Describe the issue of the “fate of the unevangelized”. (p.586 | k.6399)
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18. The Bible nowhere claims that people will be judged according to what they do not ___________ or could
not have ______________. Rather, God holds people accountable for the knowledge that is made
________________________ to them and how they have ____________________ to it. (p.589 | k.6441)

19. Whatever position we hold on the fate of the ________________________________, given the truth and
rationality of the Christian worldview it is _______________________ that anyone can be redeemed
except through the ____________________ of Jesus Christ. (p.590 | k.6453)

20. ____________________________ believe that salvation is __________________ for those who have
never heard the gospel proper. _________________________ deny this and assert that redemption 
requires the particular knowledge of the _______________, hence the term _____________________.
(p.591 | k.6465)

21. What has been the historic position of the church until fairly recently? (p.592 | k.6477)

22. What are some of the reasons the author gives to make a case for a majority of people being saved?
(pp.595-597| k.6506)

23. While other religions contain elements of ______________, they reject the most important truth of all:
_______________ crucified, resurrected and offered for the redemption of the cosmos. Therefore, all
religions are _________ created equal. While God will judge every human being ______________,
neither __________ nor _____________________ allow us to endorse all religions as one or to justify
any path to ____________________ except that carved out by the crucified and risen Nazarene.
(p.598 | k.6551)


